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JEA 1A15 - AVIATION

[u-bit #19200125]
1943-1-1

01:00:16  1) two men talking with crowd milling around behind them, MS six        (S) Aviation: Failures -
                    hot air balloons on ground with people milling around next to                  16mm
                    them, MCS four balloons on ground next to fence with some people        [no sound]
                    milling around, MCS two men in base of balloon on ground with
                    one man reading from piece of paper and the other man bending
                    down looking at motor
01:00:39      man tuning around on road with parachute type pack on his back
01:00:53      LA view up Eiffel Tower, views of Birdman jumping off Eiffel
                    Tower with actual impact shown, hands measuring, body being
                    carried away by policeman and others
01:02:03      views of spectators in cliff field waiting and sailor waving flag,
                    people in field, man on roof of house waving flag, crowd around
                    contraption including policeman and dog

01:02:26      man in early propeller driven dirigible leaving hangar and flying                [also see 1L01
-01:03:25                                                                                                                     01:22:49-01:22:56]

1943-2-2

01:03:31  1) Bleriot in air competition - airplanes landing, taking off and                (S) Aviation: Failures
-01:05:44     flying, spectators                                                                                      -1-

                2)                                                                                                            (S) Aviation: Pre-1920
                                                                                                                                    -1-

01:05:49      Wright Brothers? sitting and posing in auto with people in                        [also on 1C14
-01:06:02     background and another younger man getting in,                                      01:29:51-01:30:04]
                    woman (Katherine?) holding flowers while sitting and posing with
                    Wright Brothers? in same auto

01:06:03      man on horse-drawn vehicle walking in front of men pushing early           [sound-narration]
                    airplane
0106:13       MCS Wright Brothers in field talking to another man with all three
                    pointing
01:06:28      CS another man  (pre 1915)
-01:06:33

1A15 -2-
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2380-1-1

01:06:44  1) RUSHES -AERIALS of countryside and rear view of aviator             (N) Aviation:
-01:18:56     in cockpit flying bi-plane, bi-plane approaching landing circle                   Bi-Planes Over
                    on ground  [Wilding Picture Productions]                                                Countryside
                                                                                                                                    (1946)

2628-1-1

01:19:05  1) misc. footage - Lindbergh being honored, Navy ship U.S.S.                (N) Aviation: Lindbergh
                    Memphis taking Lindbergh back to America, MCS Chamberlin,               And Chamberlin
                   CS of his wife, Chamberlin taking off in airplane

01:25:18      “President Coolidge Opens World Air Conference” - Coolidge in
-01:25:32     top hat walking out door and standing with another man  [Pathe News]

                    Assistant Secretary Davidson, Lindbergh, Harry Guggenheim,
-01:25:59     Assistant Secretary Warner, Assistant Secretary McCracken

2628-2-3

01:26:01  1) “Levine, First Ocean Air Passenger, Home” - 3-stack liner,                 (N) Aviation
-01:27:23     leaving ship being greeted by his wife and daughter,                                 Personalities:
                    “Later Mayor Walker Receives Him At City Hall”                                    Chamberlin
                    (1927)  [Kinograms]                                                                                Clarence D.

01:27:29  2) tuning up mamoth aeroplane S-35, Fonck with crew standing in         (N) Aviation
-01:28:43     front of airplane, MCU Fonck  (1926)  [Kinograms]                                 Personalities: Fonck,
                                                                                                                                    Rene

01:28:49  3) testing Paris flight airplane at Roosevelt Field by Fonck and                (N) Aviation
-01:30:03     inventor - Captain Berry and Commander Byrd looking over                    Personalities: Fonck,
                    the big airship, Fonck and Captain Snody examining mascot                     Rene
                    painted on side of airplane, airplane taking off
                    (1926)  [Kinograms]


